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Have you ever wondered how (and why) two relatively normal friends would ever take on editing a special issue of a journal or a book together? Are you curious about how they come up with a theme and then find authors? To give you some insights, below is a recreation of a conversation that led up to this issue of New Directions for Evaluation. It may lead to questions about our sanity, but in the end hopefully it will reflect what a wonderful opportunity it is to work closely with colleagues and how the process can work for those who may be considering taking a similar journey in the future. At the same time, our “dramatized” conversation illustrates why we wanted the chapters that you now find in this issue and what we hope they will contribute to the professional field.

A conversation between Jim Altschuld (JA) and Ryan Watkins (RW) about an issue of New Directions for Evaluation on needs assessment (over lunch, at the 2012 AEA conference in Minneapolis):

Ryan, I think that we should do an issue of New Directions devoted to the current state of needs assessment and what is emergent in the field. I don’t think that there has been one on the topic before and a lot is going on now. The timing seems good to me and we ought to do it. As I have threatened many times before, I am retired and this might be my last AEA conference.

Question from RW:

Yeah, right Jim. We will be having lunch at the 2020 conference (in Honolulu if we are lucky). But I like the idea of a special issue. Can you tell me more about what are you thinking, what might be in the issue, what are some possible chapters, and why anyone would want to read it?

Reply by JA:

Lots of questions—pass the mustard—and let me take a shot at a couple of them. We both know that concepts about needs and ways to assess them are constantly evolving. In the last six-to-seven years, at least nine books (and maybe more) about needs assessment have been written. You, I, and others have all published numerous articles, and the Needs Assessment TIG at AEA has taken on new life. So maybe the issue could capitalize on these events. One chapter, the first one, would have to capture what has been taking place and should be an overview of the field with a time line showing its origins and how it has progressed and changed (Altschuld & Watkins, Chapter 1 of this issue).
Response from RW about what might be missing:

I like it. And it would be great to have something about theory or at least theory-oriented. To me this is a shortcoming in much of what we see in practice and in academic writings. It just so happens that I have been discussing this notion with a colleague (Jolanta Kavale) in Lithuania who has interest in the philosophy of “needs” and perhaps we could work up a chapter about basic definitions of need—one that would sort of ask us to relook at the basics and subtle nature of what we mean by need (Watkins & Kavale, Chapter 2 of this issue).

Comment by JA:

I don’t know, I was hoping to have higher standards in choosing authors. To me, then, we would want a dose of real-world perceptions. From my point of view, needs assessments are prominent in some aspects of government work, in organizational development, and for identifying needs for training in the public and private sectors. A close personal friend and an evaluator of note, Molly Engle, has that first emphasis in her work, so why don’t we invite her to write Chapter 3? If it is okay with her, I will join in for this chapter (Engle & Altschuld, Chapter 3 of this issue).

Going further, we know John Wedman’s Performance Pyramid and its application really fits in with our thinking. He would be great for a chapter about organizations and private sector assessments. Let’s ask him to write a chapter (Wedman, Chapter 4 of this issue). And then I am familiar with a unique training needs assessment that is currently underway in Ohio. (Go Bucks; you know I can’t resist saying that at least once every time we talk.) But seriously, the project utilizes several different methods to collect data. I would suggest that Traci Lepicki and Adrienne Boggs, who are conducting that endeavor, could contribute a chapter (Lepicki & Boggs, Chapter 5 of this volume).

RW jumps in:

This is beginning to sound like lots of work. You will do all the heavy lifting, right?

Actually it will be fun to get to know some of these people better. Like you, I read their articles and occasionally see them present, but I don’t know many of them all that well. And if we twist their arms a little maybe they will take over leading the TIG for us!

I think what we are talking about makes a lot of sense, but I perceive that we don’t have anything of an international nature. Assessments are commonly
done in settings outside the U.S., and we don’t want to paint ourselves as the middle of the needs assessment universe. As you know, I wrote a needs assessment book with friends at the World Bank; they have lots of international experience. Suppose we were to have a practical tips chapter for assessments outside the U.S., with examples coming from other countries. I could ask Maurya and another colleague at the Bank to take the lead on this (West Meiers, Watkins, & Marsh Song, Chapter 6 of this issue).

JA posits Chapter 7:

Along those lines, I have a new book (Sage Publishing) on the emergence of a hybrid model that combines asset/capacity building and needs assessment. I am working with Sonya and Yi-Fang to expand this concept and further develop this new approach. Suppose we build from this for a chapter. It would be cutting edge (Altschuld, Hung, & Lee, Chapter 7 of this issue).

RW comes back in:

I like the idea; let’s go with it. Also, we have had many conversations about the future of needs assessment and issues that should be addressed. Should that be the final chapter, focusing on trends in practice and how technology will enhance what the future holds? Also, how can we improve what is being done and make assessments more rigorous? This would be a good closing note. What do you think (Watkins & Altschuld, Chapter 8 of this issue)?

JA has almost the final word:

I do have a concern, though. Although we have been talking about a great list of authors, I worry that we could get a kind of show-and-tell feel to the volume. Some of that is necessary and would ordinarily occur, but it cannot be the whole shooting match. Some of the audience for the issue may have more of an academic bent; how can we walk the tightrope between these competing types of things?

RW close to the final word:

Okay, what would you think about this? First, you do all work, then I take all the credit.

Just kidding! We have both edited books before so we can work together to strike a good balance. We also don’t want it to be too academic; there is enough of that already out there. Second, let’s guide them by asking challenging questions that take them a bit out of their comfort zone. What’s your take?